
Week 6 - Assets Creation 

Workbook Design 

Now we're going to talk about workbook design. This is an optional "launch layer", so what I mean by that is this is a 
layer of complexity you can add in later on down the line. So I don't want you doing these unless you've already done 
a launch before, you've got the time to do this because you've been super organised for the past six weeks, you've got 
team members who can help you or you've got the money in your launch budget to be able to do this. This is 
something optional and you can always add it in later on down the line. I always say to people, with launches start off 
simple, add in a new layer each time you launch. We are so good in my company at adding in new pieces every single 
time we launch and I look back at our early launches, they look so scrappy, the felt scrappy, but they worked, they 
did the job and it wasn't until we had a proven product, a great conversion rate that we then started adding more and 
more of these things and the great thing about creating these kind of design assets is that from launch to launch 
your content isn't really going to change all that much unless you go through a big shift in your business. An example 
of this is that when we first started out our style of launches we called it a "classroom launch" and one of my friends 
pointed out to me that it's not really a classroom launch at all, it's an experience. And so we spent a lot of time last 
year really developing our methodology, refining the things that we say, our solution to get it to a place that we felt 
so good about what we were sharing that it felt solid.  

So we went from talking about classroom launches to a launch experiences, 'cause this was a big shift for us and 
previously we talked about classroom launch so we had to change a lot of our content in our launch just passed, so 
you will have this too in your business, you will have things that change and evolve over time and unless you go 
through a big shift 80% of your content would probably stay the same from launch to launch, so keep it simple for 
now and add in a new layer each time you do this. This is definitely one of those layers that I don't want you adding in 
unless you've got the time, the team, or the resource. We love creating workbooks though, these are so, so fun. They 
add a really nice layer to the whole experience, and again it's something that elevates the experience, this is your 
brand. We want people to go through our launches and go, "wow, if that's what the free stuff's like, "imagine what the 
paid product is like!" It is absolutely about letting people know what your business is like, how you do things, we don't 
want anything that's sloppy, so I'd rather it not be included than you do something that's half-arsed.  

When it comes to your workbook design these are some of the pages that you can include. You don't have to go 
crazy, you don't have to include loads, but it could be quite simple. A checklist, so you could create a checklist that 
reminds people of all the things that they need to do throughout the launch. It might be things like sharing a selfie of 
them with their workbook on social media and tagging you in, joining the Facebook group, putting a question onto 
the coaching calls... So we love to put a checklist at the beginning to encourage people to actually show up and 
#dothework, that's what we're all about, so we actually want people going through our launch experiences to be 
involved in that process. And it's so fun, we as humans, we get a chemical response when we tick something off a list. 
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I can't remember what the exact chemical is, it's serotonin maybe? And we are addicted to that, maybe it's 
dopamine? I don't know, it's a cool thing though and it's like this hit of happiness when we check something off, we've 
achieved something, it's why we love making lists. So you can include a checklist, they're a great way of encouraging 
people to take part, it's an element of gamification, it boosts interaction, and of course, we love as humans to check 
things off our list. You could also add the schedule in as a workbook page. One of the things I love to do as well is 
adding a blank page for people to write down questions to ask. We'll do a Q and A, a small Q and A at the end of 
each workshop, and then we have the coaching calls. I want people to write down their questions so they can bring 
them to coaching, again, it's just getting them to increase their content consumption, but also to help improve their 
learning, to actually turn this into an amazing experience that they really, really enjoy.  

We can also include writing prompts. So you will see in my launches I will often add at the end of my workbook a 
place for people to start talking about why a launch is important to them, what do they actually want to gain from 
launches? What's going to change in their life and their business? I want to get them excited, I want them casting a 
vision for their future. So you can include some really good pages that will have some writing prompts in there. So 
when I say you don't necessarily need to have workbooks, you don't, you can still give people those prompts and you 
can get them to do the work in other ways, so you don't need to add this in unless you have the time. Here's some 
examples of those pages I've been talking about. The first one on the left is the checklist, the middle one is a 
questions page, and then on the third page is actual "fill in the blanks", we love to do "fill in the blanks" 'cause it gets 
people to engage, and let me zoom in a little bit... We also include some of the graphics. You'll notice here very, very 
print friendly. Have you ever been given a download from someone you've maybe bought a product from or you've 
signed up for their launch and it's just colour and you've got colour all over this page, I do not like that. Please don't 
give me heavy printable pages, be thoughtful. This is really light on ink but it still looks great. So if you're going to be 
doing your own workbook, the first thing you're going to do is you're going to review your content. What are the key 
learnings from each workshop that you want to include?  

Where I would actually start with this is going back to my list, my spreadsheet, with all of my workshop slides on 
there and pick out the key things. Ideally you don't want to have more than eight to 10 pages as it's just too much 
work for you to create and it's also too much work for people to do, so pick out the key points. Then create a list of 
"fill in the blanks" sentences and answers for you to include. So as an example here, one of my slides is talking about 
what I believe a launch is, a launch is about bringing people together, creating an amazing experience and selling 
them the next step. So one of the sections on one of our pages was very simply "a launch in its most fun and easy 
form is" three boxes. So I will make sure that when I'm going through my presentation, when I get to this page I will 
say, "so for me a launch in its most fun and easy form, "write this down folks, is about bringing people together, 
"creating an amazing experience and selling the next step." I tell them to write it down and they go to their workbook 
and they write it down. You can also see just below these three boxes "the light bulb or aha moment I had "from 
Laura's launch story is..." And you're getting them to engage and to write down the things that they're really learning 
along the way.  
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Next stage is to identify if you have any assets or graphics that you can use to share your ideas. I shared the section 
here, this is about the Launch Belief Cycle. In my presentation it actually looks like this, but for me that's too print-
heavy, so what we do is we simplify graphics to make them really print friendly so when people print it we're not using 
up all of their ink, and we use those graphics throughout. So you might have these in courses on your website in 
graphics you've already designed for other presentations for other things are hopefully in your slides as well, so 
whatever you're putting in do a really simplified version just so it's print friendly for everyone to use. And then finally, 
you're going to find a template or hire a designer to do this for you. Again, as we said in the signpost schedule, if we 
have availability to take on this part for you, one of my team can actually do this. There will be a buy button 
underneath this and we can create a 10 page book for you. If the link isn't there it means we're at full capacity right 
now, you can always drop support an email and get onto our wait list for that. We do have limited availability but if we 
can help you we definitely will, but you could easily buy a template off Creative Market. I've popped the link into 
some of the ones that I like, and it's not just about finding like a Canva workbook or a Word template, you can also 
use what's called a vertical presentation, which will have some really nice vertical layouts so you can print it like a 
normal piece of paper and it will have lots of design elements in there.  

So I always look out for vertical presentations as well as workbook templates, but we actually custom designed all of 
ours because we have some very specific needs, but hopefully there'll be one on here that will suit you. You're looking 
for ebook bundles, course creation toolkits, workbooks, worksheets, but also don't write off Canva, there's some 
really good ones on Canva too. Canva's free, we love Canva. The first few on this page are actually children's ones, 
but you can definitely adapt them. Just be mindful, especially that one second in from the right, which is just a full 
yellow block, let's not do that, people, let's be thoughtful about people's printer ink. So now it's time for you to 
#dothework or maybe not. Decide whether you're going to do this now or next launch. You don't even need to do this 
right now, you've got so much time between now and your launch. You could actually leave this for a few weeks and 
come back to it later on down the line. If you're going to do it now, create your plan, maybe brief your designer or a 
team member, add this to your to do list over the next few weeks, or you could just do a very, very simple version 
where you have maybe a checklist, questions about launches and you can put your schedule in there as well. 
Whatever you do keep it simple, add in a new layer each time you launch. It doesn't have to be this big 50 page 
workbook that is beautifully designed, keep it simple, start small and add in new layers every time you launch and you 
will find launching so much easier, far less stressful and you're also going to be focused on the right things. Time for 
you to #dothework, decide whether you're going to do this now or next launch, and create your plan, and there's 
some examples below that you can download and view. I'll see you in the next video.So this week is about creating 
those, but if you have not really been showing up over the past few weeks. If you feel like maybe you've not been 
putting out enough content. If you look at the growth of your email list and you're like, "It hasn't really changed at all" 
the most important thing you need to do right now is stop this video. Go back to your content plan, start putting out 
your content, do a live stream, do some stories, do a LinkedIn post. Whatever you're doing to build your audience. 
But it's super important that we're always building your audience and we're always keeping them warm. Otherwise, 
you're going to have all these fancy materials for your launch but no one there to enjoy it. I know, I know, I know that 
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sometimes it can feel like there's all these things that have to be done. But that in itself can be a form of 
procrastination. Some people choose to tick things off those checklists instead of the most important thing which of 
course is building the audience. No audience, no launch. So if that's you, there's no shame. We all are a bit guilty 
sometimes of not focusing on the right things. We feel like we're making progress in other areas. The most important 
thing that you need to do right now is build your audience if that is you. Because you can always come back and do 
the training when you've done that piece first. So pause, pause, pause if that's you. Otherwise, let's continue forward.  

This week, as I've said, it's all about creating design assets. But you don't need to be a designer to do this so please 
don't worry about that. My recommendation is to use templates. There's no need for you to start from scratch or 
create a whole new brand and hire a brand designer. There are so many things that you can use that are free or very, 
very cheap that are going to do just the job. Now, here's a confession, in our launches, pretty much everything that 
we use is from templates, why? Because it does not matter. We inject our brand colours into it, we use our brand 
fonts, we use our language, and as many of our images as we can. So that when people do go through that they're 
like, "Yes, this feels familiar, this feels like Love to Launch, "this feels like Laura's work." There's that kind of brand 
experience that, when people see my brand online and they go through my launch, it feels cohesive, it feels like a 
really natural journey. And that really elevates the experience for people going through it. But it doesn't mean that 
you have to hire a designer to do that. It's just about being smart with some of the assets that you're going to be 
creating. So I will leave you to this module. Remember that next week we're going to start shifting gears. We talked 
about this early on in the programme and how we have the various stages. We have the stage where we're building 
the audience. And then as we get closer to your launch, we start to shift gears a little bit. We start to ramp things up 
and get people really excited about your launch, and we're really going to start that next week. So enjoy this week. 
And the more prep you do now, the easier your launch will be. And I just hope that you are starting to feel like the 
whole thing is coming together now. I know that when you start to create your workshops, it feels like the whole 
thing's real. But when you add in this layer of design, that's when it's like " My launch is actually happening, "this is a 
real, real thing." That might bring up some fears for you but it's also super exciting and I'm so excited for you. So 
without further delay, I will see you in the next video.
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